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Abstract

A modified scheme of two beam accelerator (TBA) [1]
driver based on a linear induction accelerator is studied in
this paper. In the proposed scheme the electron beam
bunching occurs at a rather low initial energy ~ 1 MeV.
The bunched beam is accelerated in the accompanying
enhanced synchronous microwave that provides the steady
longitudinal beam bunching along the whole driver. There
is no total microwave power extraction anywhere in the
driver. A waveguide (initially corrugated and regular
further) is used along the driver [2]. The simulation
showed that a steady state is achieved when electron
bunches accompanied after a TWT by an amplified
microwave are simultaneously accelerated in an external
electric field both for continuously distributed system
parameters and for discrete parameters of accelerating
sections. In the steady state the whole power, which is
inserted into the beam by the accelerating field,
transforms into the microwave power. Such kind of
systems can serve effectively as a rather long (hundreds of
meters) driver for the TBA concept. The experimental
setup based on the JINR LIA-3000 facility to test the new
scheme is under construction at present. It consists of the
800 keV, 200 A injector and two reaccelerating sections.
The first experimental results of the beam bunching study
have been presented.

1  INTRODUCTION
Some schemes of the TBA driver based on a linear
induction accelerator (LIA) were discussed in [1-5]. In
these schemes the driver electron beam moves through an
alternating discrete row of microwave generators (free
electron lasers (FEL), relativistic klystrons, etc.) and
reaccelerating sections. The microwave power is totally
extracted from the driver after every generation section.
Such kind of driver was experimentally investigated in
[6], where the reacceleration of a modulated with the
chopper help electron beam through two induction
accelerator cells was demonstrated. The continuous
extraction along the whole driver length of the microwave
power was designed in CLIC [7] and a corresponding
beam dynamics was studied also in [8].
A new scheme of two beam accelerator (TBA) driver
based on a linear induction accelerator is suggested in this
work. The scheme is quite uniform and has the following

characteristic properties: a) the electron beam bunching
occurs at a rather low ∼1 MeV initial energy; b) the
bunched beam further acceleration occurs in the
accompanying enhanced microwave that provides the
steady longitudinal beam bunching along the whole
driver; c) there is no total microwave power extraction
anywhere in the driver; d) a waveguide is used along the
driver.
The driver consists of an injector, buncher and long (a few
hundreds of meters) row of separate LIA sections
producing the external accelerating electric field and
partitioned by transition chambers. The injector produces
the initial electron beam with energy 1 through 2 MeV
and current 0.5 through 1 kA. This beam is injected into
the buncher. It may be a travelling wave tube (TWT)
working in the amplification mode. It was shown in [8]
that a high degree of bunching can be rather easily
achieved in the TWT at the distance of ∼ 1 m. Then the
electron bunches continue moving in the LIA in
accompaniment of the enhanced in the TWT microwave
and simultaneously are accelerated in the LIA electric
field. The microwave power extraction from the driver
occurs only in the transition chambers. The system attains
the steady state at first few tens of meters where the bunch
energy increases up to the level of ∼ 10 MeV. Then the
section of quasi-stationary microwave generation begins
where the total power, that the accelerating field inserts
into the beam, transforms into the microwave power. The
scheme has the following merits: 1. The possibility of
providing the microwave phase and amplitude stability.
The phase stability can be obtained at the expense of
quasi-continuity of the system. It means that only
mechanical tolerances will be of consequence; 2. Due to
the bunched beam acceleration  it is not necessary to have
a high (∼ 10 MeV) energy of the initial electron beam
bunching.

2  SIMULATION RESULTS
We have three characteristic regions of the driver: 1) the
bunching region with using of TWT and without
acceleration, 2) transition region with a beam acceleration
and 3) quasi-stationary beam propagation region. As it
was shown in [9], one can obtain the electron beam
bunching in a TWT at a rather short length ∼ 50 cm for
the following electron beam and E01 type wave
parameters:
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  electron beam energy               ∼ 2.2 MeV  (γ0  ∼ 5.31)
  electron current inside TWT                       Ib  ∼ 500 A
  electron beam radius                                      ∼ 0.5 cm
  microwave frequency  f 0  = 17⋅109  Hz ( λ ∼1.76 cm)

  initial microwave power in TWT                       10 kW
  output microwave power in TWT
  at the acceleration region entrance                   13 MW.
Without accompanying microwave, the debunching
process will immediately occur at the distance of about
few tens of centimeters. The simulation showed that the
electron bunches can be transported at the distance ∼ 10
m if the bunch movement is accompanied by the
microwave amplified in the TWT. The most
encouraging situation is when the moving after the
TWT output bunches are accompanied simultaneously
by the amplified microwave and are accelerated in the
external electric field. inside a corrugated waveguide.
The waveguide must be transparent for a pulse
accelerating field and a good screen for the microwave.
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Figure: 1  The electron mean energy versus the distance
for: 1 - continuously distributed driver parameters; 2 -
discrete periodic cells, 3 - discrete cells with narrow

accelerating gaps.
Our calculations showed that the bunching process in
the TWT must be interrupted some earlier the moment
when the bunching parameter B attains its maximum
value. Then we have no particle losses in our further
calculations in the driver. Fig. 1 shows the calculated
dependence of the bunch mean energy γ  on the
distance (z = 0 corresponds to the TWT output). The
dependencies of the microwave power and the
bunching parameter B on the distance are depicted in
the Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. As one can see from these figures,
the steady state of the system is achieved at the distance
∼ 40 m. The extracted microwave power in the steady
state is equal to ∼ 330 MW. The mean steady state
bunch energy ∼ 7.5 MeV. And at last we have rather
high bunching parameter B ≅  0.9 in the steady state.
The electron phase picture (see Fig. 4) shows that an
initial bunch breaks down on two main bunches being
at ∆ψ π≅ 2  one from another.
The power put into the electron beam by external
electric field is equal to ∼ 500 MW/m. And it trans-
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Figure: 2  The microwave power versus the distance for
continuously distributed driver parameters.
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Figure: 3  The bunching parameter versus the distance
for continuously distributed driver parameters.
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Figures: 4 and 5 The typical electron phase space
picture at the distance of 100 m for continuously
distributed driver parameters and the microwave power
versus the distance from 100 m through 110 m for

discrete periodic cells.

forms into the microwave power in the steady state.
The stability of the steady state solution with respect to
the possible error in the electron beam current Ib  was
also investigated. The calculations showed that we still
obtained the steady state solution up to error values
δ I / I ≈ ±10%.
A real LIA always consists of separate induction
sections partitioned by transition chambers, so that it
has a discrete structure. The second set of our
calculations was performed for the realistic induction
section parameters. As a result, the optimal lengths of
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the induction sections (ls  = 50 cm) and transition

chambers (lt  = 25 cm) were found. The microwave
extraction was switched on only in the transition
chambers. And the electric field Ea  was equal to 1.5
MV/m inside the accelerating sections.
The dependence of the bunch mean energy on the
distance is depicted in the Fig. 1 (curve 2). One can see
a short range of dependence of the microwave power
along the distance of 10 m (from z = 100 m through
z = 110 m) in Fig. 5.
In the third set of calculations for the same lengths of
the accelerating sections and the transition chambers
the only difference was the following: accelerating
potential of every section (750 kV) was concentrated
only on the gap 7.5 cm long located at the beginning of
every section to make more simple waveguide in this
case. The dependence of the bunch mean energy on the
distance is depicted in the Fig. 1 (curve 3). The steady
state occurs also when the system has the discrete
structure. The bunching parameter B stays also high
along the driver ( B ≅  0.9). The microwave power
amplitude stays rather stable.

3   TEST FACILITY

Series of test experiments are prepared at JINR to study
the scheme mentioned above. The scheme of the
experimental setup based on the existing LIA-3000
facility is shown in Fig. 6. It consists of the injector and
two reaccelerating sections. At the injector output the
electron beam energy is about 800 keV and the current
is equal to 200 A. The input microwave power is about
of 10 kW with the wave length of 8 mm. Each
reaccelerating section is 130 cm long and gives the
energy gain of 360 keV. The microwave extraction and
reacceleration voltage in this scheme are both located
in the narrow gaps between accelerating sections each
few centimetres long.

Figure 6: The experimental setup scheme on the base of
LIA-3000: 1) injector exit; 2) magnetic field coils; 3)
travelling wave tube; 4) waveguide; 5) magnetron; 6)
magnetic solenoid; 7) first accelerating gap; 8) linear
induction accelerating sections; 9) second accelerating
gap;10) corrugated waveguide; 11) diagnostic chamber.

The fulfilled simulation of the beam propagation,
acceleration and microwave extraction for the real LIA-

3000 parameters gives that the extracted microwave
power should amount by approximately 10-15 MW per
gap. The obtained spatial evolution of the mean bunch
energy is presented in Fig. 7. Two rapid increases in the
energy exactly correspond to the accelerating gaps.
From the figures one can see that the travelling electron
beam maintain rather high bunching parameter, while
the beam energy rises from 0.8 to 1.3 MeV.
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Figure 7: The electron mean energy versus the distance
for LIA-3000 parameters. Point z = 0 corresponds to
the beginning of the first accelerating gap in Fig. 6.

The development of the electron bunch diagnostics was
carried out in the beginning of our designed
experiments on the first facility base. The electron
bunch dimensions were measured at the output of the
FEL oscillator [9] with the help of the streak camera
(Fig. 8). Sweep duration is equal to 700 ps (50 ps/mm).

Figure 8: Temporal profile of the bunched electron
beam.
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